2015 Data Reporting for the Consumer Products Program: Product Category Exemptions

California Air Resources Board (ARB) staff has been reviewing the 2013 and 2014 data submitted by responsible parties as part of the Consumer and Commercial Products Survey. Based on ARB staff’s initial assessment of the reported data there were many categories with low or no volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions. In order to focus responsible party data reporting ARB staff is exempting categories with less than 0.05 tons per day of emissions from 2015 reporting. The list below describes the categories that are below the emission threshold. This list also includes aerosol adhesive and aerosol coating product categories that are also not required. In order to ensure these product categories are properly removed from reporting, ARB staff will not include them in the zip file download that will be used to populate the 2015 Consumer Products Reporting Tool.

NOTE: If a responsible party is reporting for the first time in 2016 and needs to report all three years, the exemptions in the table below only apply to 2015 data; 2013 and 2014 data reporting must include all product categories listed in Appendix A of the 2013 instructions, http://www.arb.ca.gov/consprod/regact/2013surv/cprt/appendix%20a%20%20list%20of%20survey%20categories.pdf. A slight exception to this scope is that aerosol coatings and aerosol adhesives only need to report 2013 sales.

NOTE: The 2013 data reporting instructions contain additional exemptions to this list such as fuel and prescription-only drugs. A more detailed description of these exemptions can be found on pages 3-4 of the instructions, http://www.arb.ca.gov/consprod/regact/2013surv/cprt/cprt_instructions.pdf.

Product categories exempted from 2015 consumer products data reporting

10101 Arts and Crafts Adhesive
10102 Automobile Headliner Adhesive
10103 Automotive Engine Compartment Adhesive
10108 Fabric/Textiles Adhesive
10109 Flexible Vinyl Adhesive
10112 Laminate Repair/Edgebanding Adhesive
10113 Mist Spray Adhesive
10114 Mounting Adhesive
10116 Polyolefin Adhesive
10117 Polystyrene Foam Adhesive
10119 Screen Printing Adhesive
10121 Tackifying Agent (semi-permanent)
10122 Temporary/Removable Adhesive
10123 Thread Locking Compound
10124 Wallpaper Adhesive
10125 Web Spray Adhesive
10201 Cold Process Roof Cement (aerosol only)
10203 Floor Seam Sealer
10205 Painter's Putty
10206 Pipe Thread Sealant/Pipe Joint Compound
10207 Plumber's Putty
10208 Rubberized Sealant
10212 Tile and Grout Sealer
10213 Window Glazing Compound
20126 Odor Remover/Eliminator (aerosol)
20152 Liquid Candle
20201 Artist Solvent and Thinner
20202 Ceramic Finishing Product
20204 Molding and Casting Materials (Including all related products)
20303 Bug and Tar Remover (non-automotive)
20308 Dusting Aid (nonaerosol)
20317 Grout Cleaner
20318 Gum or Candle Wax Remover
20319 Hard Surface Rust Stain Remover
20320 Jewelry Cleaner, Polish, and Soap
20323 Mildew Remover
20327 Plastic Cleaner
20333 Soap Impregnated Scouring Pad
20334 Toilet/Urinal Care Product (aerosol)
20337 Wood Cleaner (nonaerosol)
20403 Dishwasher Sanitizer
20404 Film and Spot remover
20405 Grill Cleaner
20406 Pretreatment/Presoak
20407 Rinse Aid
20501 Anti-static Product (aerosol)
20502 Anti-static Product (nonaerosol)
20505 Carpet and Upholstery Cleaner (nonaerosol - ready-to-use)
20507 Fabric and Carpet dye
20509 Fabric Protectant (nonaerosol)
20510 Fabric Refresher (aerosol)
20514 Waste and Urine Deodorizer
20515 Waterproofer
20516 Water Repellant
20602 Aerosol Cheese Topping
20603 Aerosol Dessert Topping
20702 Fire Log and Related Products
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20705 Self-starting Briquet
20707 Fire Starter (not charcoal lighter material)
20801 Anti-desiccant/Anti-transpirant Products
20802 Blossom Set Products
20803 Foliar Sprays without pesticide claims
20804 Leaf Shine Products
20805 Pesticide Adjuvants
20806 Plant Growth Regulators
20807 Pruning/Grafting Sealers or Paints
20808 Soil Penetrants
20901 Bluing Agent
20902 Detergent Booster
20906 In-dryer Fabric Care
20907 Laundry Prewash (aerosol/solid)
20910 Presoak
20911 Spot Remover (aerosol)
20912 Spot Remover (nonaerosol)
20914 Sizing and Fabric Finish
20915 Washing Soda
20916 Water Softener and Conditioner
20917 Whitener/Brightener
20918 Wrinkle Releasing Spray/Reducer/Remover
21001 Anti-Seize Lubricant (aerosol)
21002 Anti-Seize Lubricant (nonaerosol)
21003 Cutting or Tapping Oil (aerosol)
21006 Driveway Cleaner
21007 Firearm Lubricant
21010 Household Mold and Mildew Retardant
21015 Plant Leaf Cleaner and Wax
21016 Rubber and Vinyl Protectant (aerosol)
21017 Rubber and Vinyl Protectant (nonaerosol)
21019 Rust Preventative or Rust Control Lubricant (nonaerosol)
21022 Stone Maintenance Product (includes counter and floor products)
21023 Defense Spray (e.g. pepper spray)
21024 Pressurized Gas Bottle Opener Propellant Cartridges
21101 Chalkboard or Whiteboard Cleaner
21104 Highlighters
21107 Wet erase Markers
21203 Clarifier
21302 Footwear or Leather Care Product (solid)
21304 Leather Preservative Treatments (including waterproofers)
21404 Floor Polish or Wax (for wood floors)
21408 Spray Buff Product
30206 Bath oils/beads/capsules
30213 Facial Cleaner and Soap
30217 Heavy-Duty Hand Cleaner or Soap (all forms)
30301 Contact Lens Cleaners
30405 Skin Colorant (including body paint)
30406 Skin Lightener
30408 Spray-on Stocking
30601 Bleach and Lightener
30605 Dye, temporary
30614 Permanent Wave Treatment
30701 Allergen Control Product
30702 Corn and Callus Removal Product
30703 Ear Drops
30704 Ear Wipes
30706 Feminine Hygiene Cleanser
30707 Lice Treatment/Shampoo
30708 Liquid Bandage Product
30801 Eyebrow Pencil/Powder
30802 Eyeliner
30803 Eye Shadow
30807 Rouge or Blush
30901 Artificial Nail Extension/Elongation Product
30902 Artificial Nail, Wrap, or Nail Glue Remover
30903 Base Coat/Undercoat
30905 Gel Nail Polish
30906 Nail Glue or Adhesive
30909 Nail Polish Thinner
30911 Nail Treatment Product
31001 Canker Sore/Oral Irritation Products
31002 Denture Adhesive
31003 Fluoride Rinse (all forms)
31004 Gum Rejuvenator
31005 Liquid Breath Freshener/Spray
31009 Tooth Sensitivity Product
31010 Tooth Whitening Product
31102 Electric Shaver Cleaning or Lubricating Product
31105 Shaving Cream (nonaerosol)
31107 Shaving Gel (nonaerosol)
31108 Shaving Soap
40101 Sterilants
40201 Lawn and Garden Fungicide
40202 Lawn and Garden Nematicide
40203 Mold and Mildew Retardant
40301 Algae Control (non-aquatic)
40302 Aquatic Herbicide
40303 Defoliant
40304 Desiccant
40305 Moss Control Products
40306 Non-selective Terrestrial Herbicide
40401 Animal Repellent
40402 Botanical Insecticide
40405 Dust Mite and Allergen Preventative
40406 Dusting Agent
40410 Fumigants
40411 Horticultural Oil
40412 Insecticidal Soap
40416 Lawn or Garden Insecticide (aerosol)
40420 Pest Repellent Candles
40421 Pest Strips or Tape
40423 Rodent Poison or Bait
40424 Synergists
60101 Anti-static Product (aerosol)
60102 Anti-static Product (nonaerosol)
60105 Electronics Freeze Mist Spray
60201 Baseboard Stripper
60202 Brush Cleaner and Reconditioner
60204 Specialty Degreasers (specific use)
60207 Gasket or Thread Locking Adhesive Remover
60215 Paint Thinner (aerosol)
60217 Specialty Adhesive Remover
60218 Spray Gun Cleaner and Solvent
60219 Surface Preparation Solvent and Cleaner (Marine Vessel and Watercraft Surfaces)
60220 Surface Preparation Solvent and Cleaner (Motor Vehicle Surfaces)
60222 Thinner/Reducer/Retardant (Marine Vessel and Watercraft Coating Systems)
70104 Automotive Instant Detailer
70105 Automotive Instant Detailer (pump sprays)
70107 Motor Vehicle Wash (aerosol)
70109 Paint and Surface Cleaner
70110 Paint and Surface Protectant (including antifouling products)
70113 Rubbing and Polishing Compound (other than automotive)
70114 Scratch and Swirl Remover
70118 Wax/Polish/Sealant/Glaze (other than automotive)
70119 Aerosol Air Horn
70201 Additives for Antifreeze
70202 Antifreeze
70207 Brake Anti-Squeal Compound
70211 Engine Degreaser (nonaerosol)
70213 Home-Use Metal Parts Immersion Wash
70214 Mold and Mildew Retardant
70215 Oil Additive
70217 Windshield De-Icer
70218 Windshield Washer Fluid Additive
80101 Clear Coating
80102 Flat Coating
80103 Fluorescent Coating
80104 Metallic Coating
80105 Nonflat Coating
80106 Primer
80201 Auto Body Primer
80202 Electrical/Electronic/Conformal Coating
80203 Exact Match Finish: Automotive
80203 Exact Match Finish: Engine
80203 Exact Match Finish: Industrial
80206 Flexible Coating
80207 Ground Traffic/Marking Coating
80208 Mold Release Coating
80209 Two Component Coating
80210 Uniform Finish Coating
80301 Art Fixitive or Sealant
80302 Automotive Bumper and Trim Product
80303 Aviation or Marine Primer
80304 Aviation Propeller Coating
80305 Corrosion Resistant Brass, Bronze, or Copper Coating
80306 Floral Coating
80307 Glass Coating
80308 High Temperature Coating
80309 Hobby/Model/Craft Coating
80310 Marine Spar Varnish
80311 Photograph Coating
80312 Pleasure Craft Finish Primer/Surfacer/Undercoater
80313 Pleasure Craft Topcoat
80314 Polyolefin Adhesion Promoter
80315 Rust Converter
80316 Shellac Sealer
80317 Slip-resistant/Non-slip Grip Coating
80318 Splatter/Multicolor/Stucco Coating
80319 Vinyl/Fabric/Leather/Plastic Coating
80320 Webbing/Veilng Coating
80321 Weld-Through Primer
80322 Wood Stain Coating
80323 Wood Touch-Up/Repair/Restoration Coating
80399 Other Aerosol Coating Product